Abstract: Some empirical studies suggest that the computation of certain graph structures from a (large) historical correlation matrix can be helpful in portfolio selection. In particular, a repeated nding is that information about the portfolio weights in the minimum variance portfolio (MVP) from classical Markowitz theory can be inferred from measurements of centrality in such graph structures. The present article compares the two concepts from a purely algebraic perspective. It is demonstrated that this heuristic relationship between graph centrality and the MVP does not originate from a structural similarity between the two portfolio selection mechanisms, but instead is due to speci c features of observed correlation matrices. This means that empirically found relations between both concepts depend critically on the underlying historical data. Repeated empirical evidence for a strong relationship is hence shown to constitute a stylized fact of nancial return time series.
Introduction
The problem of optimal investment in a universe of d assets is central in mathematical nance. It was rst formalized in the seminal work of [22, 23] , where optimal investment is considered in terms of a covariance matrix Σ ∈ R d×d and, if desired, an expected return estimate µ ∈ R d . A Markowitz-optimal portfolio is one that minimizes variance for a given expected target return (resp. maximizes return for a given variance), the optimal solution of this quadratic optimization problem under linear side constraint being known in closed form using matrix notation. Among all these optimal portfolios, the so-called minimum variance portfolio (MVP) is the one with smallest variance, and it depends solely on Σ (independent of µ). This approach has been extended in di erent directions, for example to the optimization of alternative risk or return measures as in [34] , or to the inclusion of nonnegativity or cardinality constraints, or discrete-type constraints related to trading restrictions, which are highly relevant for practitioners as in, e.g., [12, 19] . The problem of robust covariance matrix estimation is a challenging topic of its own, relevant in di erent applications, and has also received considerable attention, see, e.g., [16, 27] .
Recently, a more descriptive approach to portfolio selection has emerged: Pioneered by some remarkable works by Mantegna, e.g. [21] , graph-based methods have found their way into nance literature, and recent studies, for example [13, 29, 30, 33] , explore their usefulness for optimal investment purposes. In this context, portfolio selection is essentially also based on Σ (or some other d × d-matrix composed of pairwise dependence measures), but relies on a more descriptive approach compared to the Markowitz paradigm. The matrix Σ is reduced to essential information in the form of a planar graph derived from it, such as, e.g., a minimum spanning tree (MST) . The resulting graph structure is used as an easy-to-grasp visualization of the essential aspects of interconnectedness between the assets. Investment decisions are then based on the idea of choosing 'central' or 'non-central' assets from the graph, according to certain centrality measures, as, intuitively, these should be related to risk propagation. Indeed, [29] nd empirically that the non-central assets in an MST computed from the historical stock return correlation matrix are prominently represented in the associated MVP. Similarly, [33] detect that portfolio performance is improved if the constituent assets are selected among the non-central ones in an MST (or in a maximally ltered planar graph) derived from the correlation matrix. Using the same idea but a slightly di ering technique, [13] bases his analysis on a matrix containing pairwise mutual information of the assets in order to make the dependence measurement more robust. He nds that more central assets yield higher returns, and concludes that portfolio selection should favor central names with low volatility, which is slightly opposite to the aforementioned references. [30] study the relation between Markowitz-optimal portfolios and graph-centrality not only empirically, but also provide a heuristic algebraic connection between both concepts. Like [29, 33] , they nd evidence for Markowitz-optimal portfolios favoring non-central assets. However, they also nd that during certain time periods, in which the correlation between individual and systemic performance is high, more central assets gain more weight in Markowitz-optimal portfolios.
The present article analyzes whether there is a signi cant, inner-mathematical relationship between Markowitz variance minimization and graph-based portfolio selection based on the covariance (resp. correlation) matrix. Both approaches essentially base their investment decision solely on Σ, and in such a situation the Markowitz solution is optimal in a well-de ned sense, namely variance minimization. When believing in the Markowitz setting, graph-based portfolio selection in general can lead to suboptimal results in this sense. Investment strategies based on graph structures seem only reasonable either if (i) data additional to Σ, for example higher-dimensional dependence measures (cf. Section 4), are incorporated into the graph somehow, if (ii) there is good reason to believe that variance minimization is not necessarily the target goal leading to optimal portfolios, if (iii) there is a hidden structural similarity between the selection mechanisms, or if (iv) it is known a priori that the underlying historical data structure guarantees a strong relationship with Markowitz portfolios. We demonstrate that condition (iii) is not algebraically given. Existing evidence that graph-centrality relates to portfolio performance is purely empirical. Since our analysis demonstrates that the inner-mathematical link between both concepts is rather weak, we conclude that existing ndings highlighting a strong relation rely on the speci c underlying data used for the estimation of Σ. In Section 3 we carry out our own study conducted on historical market data of credit default swaps (CDS), in order to extend previous investigations that have all considered equity return data to returns of assets dominated by credit risk. For small to moderate portfolio sizes, we nd examples of MVPs overweighting central assets. With increasing portfolio size, however, we nd that the percentage of MVPs favoring non-central assets grows. This is in line with the previous ndings of [29, 30, 33] , which all refer to large portfolios (d > assets). The persistence of such empirical results for large portfolios in studies on di erent asset classes and time horizons indicates that correlation matrices calculated from large market data sets indeed tend to exhibit a special, non-random structure, which was also already observed by [36] . We further identify stylized facts of nancial correlation matrices and investigate which of these might be responsible for the repeated empirical ndings in favor of a relation between the two approaches. We nd that a realistic eigenvalue structure alone does not result in similar outcomes of both portfolio selection methods.
The remainder of the article is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the required concepts, Section 3 investigates the mathematical common grounds between Markowitz-optimization and graph-based portfolio selection, Section 4 points out general issues to be aware of when using graph-based portfolio selection methods, and Section 5 concludes.
Concepts
We consider an investment universe of d ∈ N assets. Each asset k = , . . . , d is associated with its annualized log-return R k , and all investigated methods of portfolio selection are based on an algorithm which depends on the probability distribution of the vector R := (R , . . . , R d ).
. Minimum variance portfolio
In classical Markowitz portfolio theory, cf. [22, 23] , the distribution of R is described in terms of its mean vector µ and its covariance matrix Σ. A portfolio comprised of the d assets is given by a vector
with denoting a d-dimensional column vector with all entries being equal to one. Component x i gives the portfolio weight of asset i, with negative value corresponding to shortselling the asset. The side condition T x = demands that the portfolio is fully invested, shortselling being allowed. An optimal portfolio is one that minimizes portfolio variance x T Σ x for a given expected return µ T x = c, with c an input constant. If one omits the constraint µ T x = c in the optimization problem, one obtains the portfoliō x with the smallest variance, the so-called minimum variance portfolio (MVP) . The latter is independent of µ and is given byx
We will also occasionally use the abbreviation MVP(Σ) (resp. MVP(Ω)) for the minimum variance portfolio associated with a covariance matrix Σ (correlation matrix Ω).
. Graphs associated with the covariance matrix
We investigate several graph-based portfolio selection algorithms, which all depend on the distribution of R solely through the covariance matrix. This choice is made to ensure comparability with the classical Markowitz approach. Graph-based methods can more generally also be based on any matrix Σ ∈ R d×d containing pairwise dependence measurements, with diagonal element Σ ii , i = , . . . , d, interpreted as a measure of risk associated with asset i. For the sake of later reference we denote the sets of covariance and correlation matrices by
Σ symmetric and non-negative de nite ,
d×d : all diagonal entries are equal to .
.e. every correlation matrix is a covariance matrix. The set C d may be considered a compact subset of
With each Σ ∈ V d we associate the weighted, undirected graph Gw(Σ) with vertex set { , . . . , d}, edge set¹ {(i, j) : ≤ i < j ≤ d}, and associated edge weights w(Σ ij ), for a given strictly monotone function w : R → R.
A popular weight function is the so-called correlation distance, w(x) = ( − x), initially proposed by [21] . Sometimes covariances/correlations are also directly used as weights, w(x) = x. While for increasing w the interpretation of the edge weights is a measure of connectedness, for decreasing w the interpretation is a measure of distance, manifesting a "sign change" in interpretation. For a weighted graph G, a connected subgraph with the same vertex set and without cycles is called a spanning tree of G. Any connected G has a spanning tree, and among all spanning trees the one with minimal sum over all its edge weights is called minimum spanning tree (MST) of G. If all o -diagonal entries of Σ are mutually di erent, then there is exactly one minimum spanning tree of Gw(Σ), see Matoušek and Nešetřil [25, Ch. 5.4, Ex. 4], which we denote by MST(Σ).
. Centrality measures
We investigate the relation between 'central' resp. 'peripheral' assets in the graph associated with Σ and their weights in the corresponding MVP. An intuitive way of identifying non-central assets in a tree is to consider its leaves, i.e. vertices with only a single neighbor. More sophisticated de nitions of centrality, which will be used in the remainder of this article, are the following:
• Eigenvector centrality of a graph: The adjacency matrix A of a nite connected graph has entries in { , } with A ij = (resp. A ij = ) meaning that there is no (resp. an) edge between vertex i and vertex j. By the Perron-Frobenius Theorem, the largest eigenvalue of A is positive and the associated eigenvector v has non-negative components. Consequently, by normalizing v in such a way that v T = , the dominant eigenvector v gives a probability distribution on the vertices. These probabilities can be interpreted as measurements of centrality in the graph, since v is the limit of A n / T A n , i.e. the normalized version of A n , as n → ∞. The i-th entry of A n gives precisely the number of all paths in the graph of length n starting at i (including stopovers, i.e. all paths of length ≤ n without stopovers). Consequently, the largest entry of v corresponds to the vertex from which most di erent paths are possible, i.e. which is most connected to other vertices. While this centrality notion is originally based on unweighted (and interesting only for incomplete) graphs, [30] heuristically extend it to the weighted graph Gw(Σ) replacing (A ij ) by (w(Σ ij )) for increasing w, see Section 3.1 for details and comments.
• Mean occupation layer of a tree² This notion, cf. [29] , is also called closeness centrality in [28] . The central vertex of a tree T according to this criterion is de ned as the vertex r(T) minimizing the so-called mean occupation layer
where L(r, v, T) := length of (unique) tree-path from r to v.
Intuitively, (T) gives the average length of a path in T from its root r(T) to a vertex, and the root r(T) is chosen such that this average length is minimal. Later on, we will apply this notion to a minimum spanning tree MST(Ω) derived from a correlation matrix Ω. In this case, we will abbreviate r(Ω) = r(MST(Ω)) and (Ω) = (MST(Ω)). For other centrality concepts the interested reader is referred to [13, 28] . Furthermore, we like to point out that the central vertex of a tree computed via the notion of eigenvector centrality can di er from the one computed via the notion of mean occupation layer, as Figure 1 shows. 
Graph-based portfolio selection
How do the weights in the variance-minimizing portfolio potentially relate to measurements of centrality in some associated graph structures? Here is the heuristic idea: Imagine a graph whose vertices represent the assets and whose weighted edges are associated with measurements of dependence between the respective assets, such as Gw(Σ) or a MST derived from it. It is then intuitive to assume that a variance-minimizing portfolio consists of rather noncentral vertices in this graph because, heuristically, these should form a well-diversi ed portfolio, i.e. there should be a signi cant relationship between centrality measurements in graphs and the MVP. This is the fundamental idea on which the discussed graph methods are based.
• Empirically: Based on historical stock return data, some studies provide empirical ndings that innancial asset return data one is likely to detect a strong relationship between centrality measurements in graphs and the MVP. In Section 3.3 we conduct our own study on historical CDS data, which provides further empirical evidence for this hypothesis.
• Algebraically: The MVP is known in closed form as a function of the historical covariance matrix of the asset returns, and portfolios resulting from graph-based portfolio selection methods are ultimately also functions of a dependence matrix of these assets. Consequently, one might wonder whether the mathematical functions transforming the given input matrices into the portfolio outputs share a great level of similarity. This would imply that the aforementioned empirical ndings do not really detect special structure in the data, but instead are simply due to the fact that one unknowingly looks at the given data in two quite similar ways. In the present article, we aim to show that there is no fundamental relation between the centrality measurements on graphs associated with the correlation matrix introduced in Section 2.3 and the weights in the corresponding MVP for more than 3 assets, and indicate that some of the proposed graph-based portfolio selection methods can lead to completely di erent portfolios than the MVP, hence be suboptimal in the sense of variance minimization. In other words, both concepts are truly di erent from a purely algebraic viewpoint. This makes clear that the persistent evidence for such relations in market data depends critically on the special structure of the observed data. We further attempt to identify which special structure of the correlation matrix might cause a relation between centrality and MVP weights.
. MVP and eigenvector centrality
We rst consider a possible relation between eigenvector centrality and MVP weights, which can be approached from the viewpoint of matrix algebra, cf. [30] . By means of an eigenvalue decomposition of the correlation matrix Ω, the MVP associated with the covariance matrix
where
In the de nition of eigenvector centrality, the entries of the dominant eigenvector associated with the adjacency matrix A of an unweighted connected graph are non-negative and allow to be interpreted as measurements of centrality. However, [30] consider the weighted graph Gw(Ω) derived from a correlation matrix and relax the notion of eigenvector centrality in an intuitive, but algebraically questionable way. They consider the entries of the dominant eigenvector v of Ω (instead of A) as measurements of centrality in Gw(Ω), although these entries need not be non-negative. In fact, [4] show that, considering purely random correlation matrices, they typically are not all non-negative. This renders the interpretation of the entries of v (Ω) as measurements of centrality less intuitive. However, a major percentage of empirical correlation matrices exhibits a dominant eigenvector with non-negative entries, and according to [4] , this percentage has been constantly growing. We are able to con rm this nding in our data set described in Section 3.3 consisting of 395 CDS time series: When considering the correlation matrices of randomly chosen portfolios of 20 assets, over 99.9% exhibited dominant eigenvectors with only non-negative entries.
[30] represent the minimum variance portfolio (1) as the sum of three parts:
The term I is interpreted as individual performance part, because its i-th entry is decreasing in the volatility Σ ii of asset i, while the term N is interpreted as containing information about the location of asset i in the network, and R is a remainder part. In their Corollary 1, from this representation [30] draw the conclusion that under the conditions
non-central assets in Gw(Ω) receive large weights in the minimum variance portfolio. The given conditions (2) are introduced purely for technical reasons, namely to ensure that N has negative entries and the centrality measurements in v enter the MVP with negative sign. It is important to note, however, since the eigenvalues of a correlation matrix sum up to its dimension, that λ > holds almost surely. The only possible case of λ ≤ is λ = . . . = λ d = , which corresponds to having the identity as correlation matrix, and almost surely never happens. The condition v T I > is also ful lled for almost all correlation matrices: If v T I < , it su ces to take −v instead of v . This, too, is an eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue, and orthogonal to all others. Further, the mere fact that this condition holds true does not ensure a connection between low eigenvector centrality and high MVP weights, as can be shown by means of a Monte Carlo study as described in the sequel: The set C d of all correlation matrices is compact, when considered as a subset of R d(d− )/ . [10, 18] present e cient methods to simulate from the uniform distribution on
is completely random in the sense that no knowledge about the structure of Ω is taken into account and each element of The numerator of e d is the sum of the MVP weights assigned to the 20% least central assets according to [30] 's version of eigenvector centrality. If the centrality measurements did not play a role in the construction of the MVP, we would expect that these assets get assigned a total weight of about 20% (since MVP weights sum up to 1), so the denominator is chosen in order to normalize e d . A value of e d > thus indicates an overrepresentation of the 20% least central assets in the MVP. Figure 2 visualizes the density of e d (Ω) as a histogram of its law based on n = , , independent simulations. We nd indeed that there is a large probability P(e d > ) for overrepresentation of the 20% least central assets, con rming [30] 's result where they regress MVP weights on centrality measurements and nd a signi cant negative relation. However, in all considered dimensions d there exists a nonempty set of correlation matrices that ful ll [30] 's technical conditions, and yet exhibit an underrepresentation of the 20% least central assets in the MVP. Moreover, the probability of underweighting these assets in the MVP increases with the dimension of the correlation matrix, cf. Figure 2 and Table 5 . 
The vertical, red line gives the mean, and the blue line represents the border between over-and underrepresentation of the non-central assets.
[30] do not discuss the in uence of the remainder term R in their decomposition of the MVP, which can be quite large and indeed o set the in uence of the network centrality related part N, as we illustrate in Example 1 below. Indeed, according to [15] , 'the composition of the least risky portfolio has a large weight on the eigenvectors with the smallest eigenvalues', as can be adumbrated also from the formulas for R and N, which contain the eigenvalues in the denominator. 
Example 1 (An example in d = ). Consider the -dimensional correlation matrix
Σ = Ω =        . . . − . . . . − . . . − . − . . . − . − . − . − .        .x =        − . − . . . .        = .                           I +        − . − . − . . .        N +        − . − . . . .        R             .
It is observed that the largest weight in the MVP is assigned to asset 3, the most central asset according to the entries of the rst eigenvector, as the remainder part R o sets the negative in uence of the centrality measurements in part N.
Remark 1 (Further related work). Many authors argue that the (normalized) dominant eigenvector, i.e. the eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue, of the correlation matrix Ω of stock returns provides a reasonable proxy for the so-called market portfolio; see the references in [4] . The i-th component of the latter by de nition equals the market share of asset i (among the d assets considered). The market portfolio plays an important role in Markowitz theory and the capital asset pricing model (CAPM). According to the mean-variance tautology in Roll's critique, cf. [35] , the market portfolio lies on the e cient frontier (i.e. it is mean-variance e cient) if and only if the CAPM holds. This means that under the assumption of the CAPM framework, the market portfolio is mean-variance e cient in the sense of Markowitz. Apparently the market portfolio has non-negative components, while the dominant eigenvector of an arbitrary correlation matrix can have negative components, see [4] for examples and a thorough investigation of this issue. This shows that the dominant eigenvector in general is not equal to the market portfolio, and the aforementioned ndings are merely approximations that work well empirically.
. MVP and MST
The arguments presented in the previous section already raise rst doubts regarding a fundamental relation between centrality on a graph associated with the covariance matrix and the corresponding MVP weights. Whereas we have just dealt with a 'weighted' centrality measure on the complete graph Gw(Σ), in the following we will focus on leaves and closeness centrality on the associated MST. Empirical ndings are in favor of an existing relation between MST and MVP. Based on historical data, [29, 33] The following lemma shows that at least in the simplest case d = there is a fundamental relation between MVP weights and the MST, if variances are ignored and only a correlation matrix is considered. Notice that the statement remains valid also for covariance matrices as long as all their diagonal entries are identical.
Lemma 1 (MVP and MST for d = ). Consider a × correlation matrix Ω ∈ C .
(a) The MVP associated with the matrix Σ = Ω isx = (x ,x ,x ) T , wherē
with (i, j, k) some permutation of ( , , ),
(b) Let T be an MST associated with Ω, computed from Gw(Ω) with a decreasing weight function w. The unique³ central vertex of T corresponds to the minimum weight in the MVP. More formally, letting
Proof. (a) Tedious but straightforward computation. (b) By symmetry, it su ces to verify the statement for k = , i.e. we may assume w.l.o.g. that Ω is the smallest entry of Ω. We also assume w.l.o.g. that Ω ≥ Ω (the opposite case is treated symmetrically). We have to show (i)x ≤x and (ii)x ≤x . Using part (a) and some basic algebra, the inequality (i) is seen to be equivalent to
The function f (u) := u (u − ( + Ω )) is a parabola with global minimum at u := ( + Ω )/ .
Since
, which is equivalent to (3), hence to (i). Using part (a) and some basic algebra, the inequality (ii) is seen to be equivalent to
The function f (u) := u (u − ( + Ω )) is a parabola with global minimum at u := ( + Ω )/ . In order to verify (ii), it su ces to verify (4), which is equivalent to showing f (Ω ) ≥ f (Ω ).
If Ω ≤ u , the assertion follows precisely as in the previous case (i). If not, then we have Ω ≤ u < Ω . Since f is a parabola, the assertion holds true if and only if Ω − u ≤ u − Ω . The last inequality is equivalent to Ω − ≤ Ω −Ω , which is true since the left-hand side is non-positive and the right-hand side non-negative by assumption.
A statement similar to the one of Lemma 1(b), algebraically hard-coding a relation between centrality in MST(Ω) and weights in MVP(Ω), becomes more di cult to obtain in larger dimensions, as the following Example 2 shows in d = .
Example 2 (Non-centrality in MST ≠ large weight in MVP). Consider the -dimensional correlation matrix of Example 1, whose MVP is given bȳ
In particular, the assets and have by far the largest weights in the MVP. However, it is readily checked that none of these two assets is a leaf in any MST associated with Ω. There is an MST with leaves and , and an MST with leaves and .
While Example 2 shows that there exist correlation matrices for which the dominating constituents of the MVP form a subset of assets disjoint from the subset of leaves in an associated MST, it is natural to ask how many correlation matrices of this type do exist, i.e. how pathological Example 2 is. For a given dimension d ≥ this question can be answered by means of a Monte Carlo study similarly as in Section 3.1. Recall that all entries of Ω ∼ U(C d ) are almost surely mutually distinct, so there is a unique minimum spanning tree MST(Ω) of Gw(Ω), with w a decreasing weight function. We denote by |B| the cardinality of a nite set B and by L(Ω) the set of all leaves of MST(Ω), and are interested in the random variable We have seen that there is a huge number of correlation matrices, for which the associated MVP is dominated by non-leaf assets. A related, but clearly much weaker question is, whether there exists at least one leaf which is overweighted in the MVP. To this end, instead of f d (Ω), we repeat the analysis above with the random variable
, Ω ∼ U(C d ). Table 1 shows that the answer to this question is by far more a rmative, i.e. for almost every correlation matrix there is at least one leaf prominently represented in the MVP, and for d ≥ this statement becomes practically certain. Recall that this statement is universal, i.e. follows from the structure of C d and has nothing to do with empirical data. Mean of the probability distribution of g d (Ω) and probability that no subset of leaves is overweighted in the MVP, with
Instead of just focusing on leaves, [29] use the more sophisticated concept of mean occupation layer introduced in Section 2 to relate centrality in MST(Ω) and the associated MVP weights: Choosing the central vertex r(Ω) such that the mean occupation layer (Ω) is minimized, and associating each vertex v with a layer L(r(Ω), v, Ω) corresponding to the length of the unique MST(Ω)-path connecting this vertex with the central one, they nd that the MVP-weighted portfolio layer
is larger than the mean occupation layer (Ω). In words, this means that the MVP assigns more weight to noncentral assets than an equally-weighted basket does (i.e. more weight on non-central assets than on central ones). To analyze this nding, we also consider the following two random variables, with O(Ω) denoting the subset of L(Ω) consisting only of the leaves v ∈ L(Ω) with maximal length L r(Ω), v, Ω (we call them outer leaves):
Again, a fundamental relation can not be detected, as shown in Figure 4 and Tables 2 and 5 : While for a lower number of assets the probability of overweighting non-central assets, resp. outer leaves, in the MVP is substantial, this nding is not persistent for larger dimensions. For portfolios consisting of 100 assets, only in about half of the cases non-central assets, resp. outer leaves, are dominating the MVP.
. Empirical results from CDS portfolios
In the light of our previous analyses, we conclude that the strong relations between non-centrality in a graph and an MVP, both associated with the correlation matrix Ω, as observed by [13, 29, 30, 33] are not innermathematical, but purely data-dependent. Looking at historical data of credit default swaps (CDS), we are able to con rm this suspicion: We nd that large portfolios tend to exhibit a strong overweighting of noncentral assets. Portfolios underweighting non-central assets are only found for small to moderate portfolio Table 2 : Mean of the probability distribution of i d (Ω) and probability of underweighting outer leaves, with
P(i d (Ω) < )
. % . % . % . % sizes. Our data set⁴ consists of 5Y-CDS mid upfront time series of the constituents of the four major credit indices, namely ITRX EUR, ITRX XO, CDX IG, and CDX HY, observed daily from July 30, 2015 to May 2, 2017. For each asset we consider the trading strategy of selling 5Y CDS protection. Notice that CDS maturities are standardized to be always on 20 June or 20 December of a year. Furthermore, the observed market price (=upfront) of a 5Y CDS switches from the CDS with maturity in June (December) to the one with maturity in December of the same year (June of the next year) on 20 September (20 March). On these CDS roll dates 20 March and 20 September the trading strategy closes out the old CDS and rolls into the new one, in order to be in accordance with the observed market prices and to keep the duration of the CDS as constant as possible over time. If u t denotes the upfront of a CDS on day t, we de ne the log-return at the next day t + by log −ut+ −ut . This is because the value − u t , sometimes called the bond-equivalent value of the CDS, can be considered the value of the investment at time t. Clearly, −u t is the value of the CDS, but the amount needs to be held in cash because it is at stake in case of a potential credit event at t, followed by a CDS auction yielding zero recovery rate.⁵ After deleting series with missing data, we are left with 395 assets. We study the quantities 
for each of the four indices, where d is the number of assets of the respective index included in our data set. Here, Σ refers to the covariance matrix of the considered CDS investment log-return time series, Ω is the correlation matrix associated with Σ, andx are the MVP weights calculated from Σ. Table 3 shows thatẽ
are larger than 1 for all four indices, thus indicating an overweighting of leaves, respectively non-central assets according to both the mean occupation layer criterion and [30] 's eigenvector centrality. It is worth noting that all indices do not only ful ll the plausible conditions of [30] , but also the way more restrictive condition that the rst eigenvector has only non-negative components. Table 3 : In all major credit indices we detect a systematic overweighting of leaves resp. non-central assets in the MVP. The number of constituents of these indices (after deleting series with missing data) is given in the rightmost column.
To get a more profound impression, we further calculateẽ
assets out of our pool comprising 395 rms. There are d ≈ . · possibilities, so enough that the probability of choosing the same set twice is negligible. Unlike the aforementioned references and Table 3 , we cannot con rm a systematic overweighting of non-central assets for arbitrary baskets of CDS, cf. Figure 5 . A signi cant number of the randomly chosen portfolios exhibits an underweighting of leaves, respectively peripheral assets. An example is given in Table 4 . However, for increasing dimension, the probability of nding an overweighting of non-central assets increases, cf. Figure 7 and Table 5 . This aligns with the results of [29, 30, 33] , who study data sets of 200, 300, and 477 stocks, respectively, and with our previous observations for the four major credit indices.
. Influence of structures of observed correlation matrices
The persistence of the empirical nding that there is indeed a strong relation between non-centrality in the MST and comparatively large MVP weights indicates that large nancial return data sets have a special covariance/correlation structure. An interesting line of research is to identify the features of covariance resp. correlation matrices that cause this relation. There are mainly two di erent strands of research concerned with the special structure of market correlation matrices: One strand approaches the problem by investigating corresponding graph structures, e.g. [2, 36] , the other utilizes results from random matrix theory to assess the degree of randomness in a given empirical correlation matrix, e.g. [3, 5, 15, 31, 32] .
In the following, we brie y summarize stylized facts observed in market correlation matrices: 1. Large rst eigenvalue Considering the spectrum, random matrix theory predicts a certain range [λ − , λ + ] and density f λ for the eigenvalues of a random correlation matrix constructed from data matrices with iid entries⁶, which is usually violated by the eigenvalues of market correlation matrices. The largest empirical eigenvalues lie well above the theoretical upper bound λ + , cf. [3, 5, 15, 31, 32] .
In our data set, we nd that the rst eigenvalue explains about % of the variance:
Correlation matrices simulated from U(C d ) however fail to produce such large rst eigenvalues in our simulations. Regardless of the dimension d of the simulated correlation matrix, its eigenvalues almost all lie in the interval [0, 4] , with eigenvalues larger than 6 never observed in d = , , , in n = , , simulations.
Perron-Frobenius property
As already mentioned in Section 3.1, [4] observe in a data set of S&P1500 stocks that the major percentage of market correlation matrices exhibits a dominant eigenvector with only positive entries, and this percentage has been increasing up to 100% in their considered time period from 1994 to 2013. Indeed, also in our data set, more than 99.9% of correlation matrices (d = , n = , , simulations) have this property. When simulating from U(C d ) however, correlation matrices with the Perron-Frobenius property are realized with a very small probability, which declines to zero quickly with growing dimension, cf. [4] : In d = , about 6% of the correlation matrices simulated according to U(C ) have the Perron-Frobenius property, in contrast to about 0.8% in d = .
3. Distribution of pairwise correlations is signi cantly shifted to the positive [14, 31] nd that the distribution of pairwise correlations, i.e. the o -diagonal entries of market correlation matrices, displays a positive mean, as opposed to the Beta
, which has mean 0. We are able to con rm these observations in our data set: Drawing n = , , portfolios in di erent dimensions ranging from d = to d = , the mean of pairwise correlations is always positive, and on average equal to 0.33. Figure 6 contrasts the histogram of pairwise correlations in our market of 395 assets to that of a random correlation matrix of the same size drawn from U(C d ). 4. Scale-free property of the corresponding MST [2, 36] investigate MSTs constructed on nancial correlation matrices, and nd that these MSTs exhibit the special structure of a so-called scale-free graph, which corresponds by de nition to a power-law type degree distribution. This also results in a much higher probability of observing nodes with a high degree, i.e. a large number of neighbors, in contrast to random trees where this probability decays with increasing number of vertices, cf. [36] . Correspondingly, in scale-free trees one also observes more leaves, as the sum over the degrees of all vertices is xed and the nodes with high degree already 'use up' a signi cant portion of this capacity.⁷ This nding can already be con rmed in comparatively small portfolios of 20 assets: We compare the number of leaves encountered in n = , , simulations of MSTs from random correlation matrices Ω ∼ U(C ) with the number of leaves encountered in the same number of MSTs from correlation matrices of 20 randomly drawn assets from our data pool, and nd that MSTs based on market data exhibit in general a higher number of leaves, cf. Figure 6 . Considering the in uence of these stylized facts on our quantities e d , f d , h d , it is hard to anticipate which of these features triggers the completely di erent behavior of e d in market and random correlation matrices. For f d , the scale-free graph structure of empirical correlation matrices implies that the denominator is larger than in the simulated case. However, as we typically observe f d > for empirical correlation matrices, there must be an even stronger in uence on the MVP weights that counters the in uence of the higher portion of leaves. To analyze possible e ects of the stylized facts on h d , we rst observe that the more leaves a tree structure on d nodes has, the smaller we expect its mean occupation layer to be. This expectation is extrapolated from observations of low-dimensional tree structures. Clearly a 'chain-like' graph has the highest mean occupation layer As in the quantity f d , the numerator is a ected both by MVP weights and graph structure. As we observe a higher value of h d in the empirical case, higher MVP weights on the outskirts of the network compensate for the overall shortening of paths from the central node to the other nodes.
To analyze the e ect of the observed features 1.-4. on the quantities e d , f d , h d in more detail, the previous Monte Carlo studies should be rerun using simulation algorithms that are able to produce correlation matrices that display only a subset of these stylized facts, as opposed to completely random correlation matrices (which display none of them) and market correlation matrices (which exhibit them all). However, the choice of available algorithms for this task is limited: • [7] present an algorithm that generates random correlation matrices with speci ed eigenvalues. We rerun our simulation study using this algorithm, combined with a realistic distribution for the eigenvalues, cf. Paragraph 3.4.1.
• Whereas there are some references that generate factor models (typically displaying stylized facts 1.-3., but not 4., at least in the one-factor case, cf. [2] ), e.g. [6, 9] , these papers rely strongly on speci c characteristics of the market the authors are considering, and thus do not qualify as completely random realizations of correlation matrices exhibiting properties 1.-3. Nevertheless, to gain some insight in whether such correlation matrices may yield a relation between centrality measurements and MVP weights, we rerun our simulation study with one-and 3-factor model correlation matrices, cf. Paragraph 3.4.2.
• To the best of our knowledge, there is no algorithm available for the generation of reasonably random correlation matrices with the Perron-Frobenius property. [11] present an algorithm for the generation of covariance matrices whose diagonal, resp. o -diagonal elements follow a distribution with speci ed moments. However, this algorithm is not readily adaptable to the generation of correlation matrices with o -diagonal entries with speci ed moments. Concerning the generation of correlation matrices whose MSTs exhibit the scale-free property, to the best of our knowledge there is no algorithm available, and due to the generating mechanism of the MST we expect the task of nding such correlation matrices to be highly complex.
. . Correlation matrices with a realistic eigenvalue structure
Using the algorithm of [7] , which is implemented in Matlab as gallery('randcorr',...), we are able to analyze the in uence of the presence of a large rst eigenvalue. For dimensions d = , , , , we generate n = , , simulations of eigenvalues (λ , . . . , λ d ), where we x the rst eigenvalue λ = . · d, according to the typical size of the rst eigenvalue in random portfolios drawn from our data set, and simulate λ , . . . , λ d according to the density
and rescale in order to cover the remaining 60% of total variance. This is a special form of the power-law type density given in [3, 5] , which is found to capture the distribution of the bulk of eigenvalues of market correlation matrices fairly well.⁸ An arti cial spectrum simulated in this way is very similar to the observed spectrum of an arbitrary correlation matrix from our data set. In the next step, we generate for each (λ , . . . , λ d ) a random correlation matrix having this particular spectrum according to the algorithm by [7] , and calculate
This procedure is able to reproduce stylized fact 1., but not the others: Similar to U(C d ) the percentage of simulated correlation matrices with the Perron-Frobenius property is small and decreases fast with increasing dimension d. Pairwise correlation entries have a bimodal distribution, symmetric about 0, with mean close to 0. The histogram of leaves for MSTs of correlation matrices with these realistically simulated eigenvalues looks very similar to that obtained from the uniform distribution, so on average graphs derived from correlation matrices simulated from this algorithm exhibit a lot fewer leaves than those derived from market correlation matrices, which hints at stylized fact 4. also not being present. The results show that just the fact of displaying a realistically large rst eigenvalue with a realistic distribution of the spectrum is not enough to explain the empirically observed relation between graph centrality and MVP weights. As for uniformly random simulated correlation matrices, the percentage of correlation matrices simulated according to the algorithm by [7] that exhibit a signi cant overweighting of central assets grows with dimension d, contrary to market correlation matrices where this percentage declines with d, cf. Figure 7 and Table 5 . Similar results were obtained when simulating for each dimension a xed spectrum according to (5) , and generating n random correlation matrices with this xed spectrum.
. . Factor model correlation matrices
Following a methodology similar to Fan et al. [9, Section 4] , we simulate correlation matrices corresponding to a one-factor model. The distributional characteristics of the parameters are obtained from a t of a one-factor model to our data set described in Section 3.3:
, where M denotes the market factor (as a proxy we choose an equally weighted portfolio of all assets),
, is the i-th time series in our data set, b i its factor loading, and ϵ i the associated time series of errors. We nd that the factor loadings b i and the standard deviations σ i of the error terms ϵ i are both approximately gamma distributed, with parameters α b = .
, β b = .
, and ασ = . , βσ = . , respectively. In the simulation, the market factor is taken to be normally distributed⁹, with mean and standard deviation matching the observed values, µ M = . · − , and σ M = .
, factor loadings and error standard deviations are simulated from the above gamma distributions, and the error time series are simulated independently from normal distributions with zero mean and the respective simulated standard deviations. In n = , , simulations, we obtain d = , , , time series from a factor model with the above characteristics, and calculate the corresponding (sample) correlation matrices.
The largest eigenvalue of the simulated matrices explains on average about 40% of total variance for d = , , , and about 45% for d = . Contrary to our expectations, correlation matrices simulated from this one-factor model do not regularly exhibit the stylized fact 2.: The proportion of simulated correlation matrices with Perron-Frobenius property steadily declines, from 62.50% in dimension 5 to 0.02% in dimension 100. The mean of pairwise correlations in our simulations is 0.23 on average, so stylized fact 3. is typically present. The MSTs associated with the one-factor correlation matrices exhibit on average more leaves than those obtained from uniformly random correlation matrices, but fewer leaves than those associated with empirically observed correlation matrices.
Concerning eigenvector centrality, the MVPs related to the simulated factor correlation matrices almost certainly overweight the 20% least central assets, regardless of the number of assets considered, cf. e d 1-factor in Table 5 . Also leaves seem to be consistently overweighted: f d is smaller than 1 for only a low percentage of the simulated correlation matrices, with only a slight growth in dimension. In terms of mean occupation layer, the probability of underweighting peripheral assets, P(h d < ), grows with dimension, from 4.11% in dimension 5 to 27.71% in dimension 100. Thus, concerning h d , correlation matrices simulated from this 1-factor model unexpectedly behave similar to correlation matrices simulated uniformly or from the randcorr algorithm described in Paragraph 3.4.1.
To shed more light on the behavior of the quantities e d , f d , h d for factor models, we repeat our analysis with correlation matrices simulated according to the characteristics described in Fan et al. [9, Section 4] : There, a Fama-French 3-factor model was t to daily data of 30 stock portfolios obtained from French's website (http://mba.tuck.dartmouth.edu/pages/faculty/ken.french/data_library.html), and factor loadings were found to approximately follow a trivariate normal distribution, and error standard deviations were found to approximately follow a gamma distribution.
In correlation matrices simulated from this model, we nd that stylized facts 1.-3. are present: Regardless of dimension, over 99% of the simulated correlation matrices exhibit the Perron-Frobenius property, the rst eigenvector on average explains more than 60% of total variance, and the distribution of the pairwise correlation entries is shifted to the positive with a mean of 0.61. We further nd that the MSTs associated with 3-factor correlation matrices typically exhibit more leaves than those associated with empirically observed correlation matrices, thus hinting at a denser graph structure than typically exhibited by scale-free trees. This is in line with [2] 's nding for one-factor correlation matrices¹⁰.
Concerning the quantities e d , f d , h d , we nd that regardless of dimension or centrality measure, peripheral assets are almost certainly overweighted in the MVPs associated with the 3-factor correlation matrices, cf. Table 5 and Figure 7 .
Issues of graph-based asset allocation
Having demonstrated that graph-based portfolio selection mechanisms lack a fundamental connection to the traditional Markowitz approach, we further want to draw the reader's attention to potential problems that may arise in the context of graph-based portfolio selection. On the one hand, the chosen dependence and centrality measures may heavily in uence the graph structure and the graph-based portfolio selection; on the other hand, by just taking into account correlations (or pairwise dependence measures), one loses the information captured by the marginal distribution of the assets or by higher-order dependence structures. As a side remark, it is worth noting that certain graphs derived from the correlation matrix correspond to clustering techniques, e.g. the MST corresponds to single linkage clustering. Issues of clustering-based portfolio selection have been documented e.g. in [17] . . Graph structure depends on chosen dependence measure
For graph-based portfolio selection methods, any risk measure can be used for the construction of Σ. The resulting dependence matrix will be symmetric, and, unlike in the Markowitz setting, positive de niteness is not required¹¹ in the selection algorithms. However, one has to keep in mind that di erent dependence measures may yield di erent MSTs, as can be seen from the following toy example:¹² Consider R = (R , R , R ), where R i is lognormally distributed with parameters µ i = and σ i > for i = , , , with σ = . , σ = . , and σ = . The dependence structure of R is characterized by a Gaussian copula parameterized by the matrix
with ρ = . , ρ = . , and ρ = . . Spearman's ρ and Kendall's τ are given as
11 Although not required, positive de niteness is a nice-to-have, as in this case the often used correlation distance provides a pseudometric on the set of considered assets. 12 For an overview of the shortcomings of correlation-based MST and alternative dependence measures proposed in the literature, see e.g. the review [24] . In an example with just three nodes, this may seem a minor issue at rst glance. In practice, however, di erent tree structures for di erent dependence measures are often encountered, and the di erences can be dramatic, as illustrated in Figure 9 : The two MSTs constructed on return data of the SMI index constituents¹³ using correlation resp. Spearman's ρ matrices in combination with a decreasing weight function are fundamentally di erent. Striking di erences are e.g. the position of ZURN, which is rather central in the Spearman's ρ MST, but is a leaf in the correlation MST, or the branch descending from BAER (UBSG, CSGN, ADEN), which is located in the center of the correlation MST, but rather peripheral in the Spearman's ρ MST. Table 6 presents the eigenvalues of the correlation resp. Spearman's ρ matrices, which di er only marginally, thus indicating that the two matrices are quite similar. The di erent tree structure is exclusively inferred by the marginal distributions of the return time series, which enter the calculation of the correlation coe cient, but not the calculation of Spearman's ρ. Table 6 further shows the annualized volatilities of the time series, indicating that the marginal distributions are diverse. 
. Variances matter! And maybe even more matters!
Generally speaking, the 'performance' of a portfolio return x T R should be a measurement depending on the full distribution of R. Only taking into account a partial aspect of the latter distribution bears the risk to . Sika ('SYNN VX') . UBS ('UBSG VX') . Swatch Group ('UHR VX') . Zurich ('ZURN VX') .
overlook better performing portfolios.¹⁴ Furthermore, if it is necessary to rely only on partial aspects, it is important to respect the hierarchy of the e ects of the respective aspects on the result. What does that mean concretely? The approaches of [29, 33] base portfolio selection only on the correlation matrix Ω of R, whereas Markowitz portfolio selection relies on the covariance matrix Σ. The information in the covariance matrix comprises the information in the correlation matrix, and in addition uses the information about the variances of the margins. The latter information, which is fully discarded in the selection processes proposed by [29, 33] , has a massive e ect on diversi cation when measured in terms of portfolio variance. In particular, if some components of R have a variance that is signi cantly larger than that of others, they are underweighted in the MVP irrespectively of the correlation matrix, which only has a secondary e ect. For example, if the covariance matrix is
then it is easily seen that the associated MVP assigns most weight to asset , simply because it has by far the smallest variance. However, it is easily checked, cf. Lemma 1(b), that asset is not a leaf in any MST computed heuristic argument stating that a group of non-central assets in a graph form a well-diversi ed portfolio in a Markowitz setting cannot be backed by mathematical arguments for correlation matrices with no special structure. Consequently, empirical ndings in this direction must be considered highly data-dependent. Nevertheless, for large data sets of nancial asset returns, this nding is persistent, thus should originate in speci c features of the underlying correlation/covariance matrix. It was demonstrated that imposing a realistic eigenvalue structure (but none of the other features of observed nancial correlation matrices) on simulated correlation matrices could not produce a relation between graph-centrality and Markowitz portfolio weights.
